April - 2022

Across the school the hustle and bustle of working, learning and enjoying was redolent in the air!
The entire staff is filled with warmth of the vision- that finally the students are where they belong.
The laboratory clinking with test tubes, the Circle time and the wonderful finger work of craft
worked as a welcome respite to the empty chambers. Getting back to school is extremely
emotional for all. And now there is no looking back. There is anticipation there is positivity and
there is hope.
Delhi World Public school is overwhelmed with the love and happiness of the students; and we
of course want it to be the same and walk together the promenade of Learnings and Joy!

“Sometimes,a little compliement or appreciation is all that is needed to
make someones’s efforts worth.”

World earth day has been celebrated on 22nd
April,2022 in Delhi World Public School, Noida
Extension, to appreciate the uniqueness of our
'Mother Nature' Earth. Little ones of PrePrimary zealously enjoyed fun-filled activities
like tearing pasting on headgears, cotton
dabbing which turned out into beautiful badges
of earth and many more. Children were truly
delighted after a nature walk where they got the
opportunity to connect with natural forms of
life. The aim was to sensitise the students about
conservation and protection of the planet, ready
to take action and be a voice as a responsible
citizen for change before it’s too late.

A Pledge to Save Environment

Learning is a creation, not consumption and knowledge is not something a learner absorbs, but
something he creates. This creation of knowledge can take place anywhere and at any time which
was exemplified by the little stars of Class III of Delhi World Public School, Noida Extension.
They brought the school corridors alive with a mesmerizing and enriching Earth Day Exhibition
on 28 April '22 following the principles of learning by doing.
The corridors and the walls became colourful canvas as well as a platform for learning, thus
proving that acquiring knowledge is not limited to books and classrooms but is a treasure that
will follow its owner everywhere.

“All our dreams can come true if we have the courage to pursue them.”

“An effort made for the happiness of others lifts us above"
Delhi world public school Noida
extension Started Book Donation Drive
with different societies in nearby vicinity,
the society which was covered on the first
day were Gaur Saundriyam, Nirala Estate,
Eco village1, Arihent Arden, Ace City,
Paramount emotion and Ace Aspire. We
thank all the resident, Parents and
community connect team who made this
event a huge success. The Glimpses of this
drive gives us a feeling of joy of
contributing to our society in a better
manner.
It is a noble mission of creating Mini
libraries in collaboration with you in
various Residential societies and adopting
a government school in the vicinity
through the initiative of Book Donation
Drive under the school Community
Connect Programme.

“As they say "While most are dreaming of success, winners wake up
and work hard to achieve it."
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